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After three years of research and development, NOVA is 
changing the woodturning game once again. The Infinity system 
is a sophisticated line of high technology chucks & accessories 
that offers quick change of jaws, much stronger grip, an 
uninterrupted range of compression and expansion sizes and 
enhanced work holding capacities.

Compare this to using the NOVA Infinity Quick Change system 
where all four jaw segments can be removed and different jaws 
positively locked in place under 30 seconds! This makes it easy 
and fast to mount the right jaws and change out jaws for the next 
project or multiple projects.  This will save you countless hours 
over the lifetime of your turning work.

WIDE ACCESSORY RANGE 
Unleash your Woodturning Design Potential!
The NOVA Infinity Quick Change jaw series opens up a new 
approach to woodturning - no longer limited by old conventional 
jaw constraints. Nova has designed a seamless jaw series which 
allows the turner to consider the base and shape of the wood 
piece and then choose the jaw that best fits their design.  Of 
course with Nova Quick Change the right jaws can be selected 
and changed out in a matter of seconds making for fast project 
set up and change directly with the chuck on the lathe. 

NOVA UPGRADE AND RETRO FIT- ABILITY 
Existing NOVA customers have several ways to access the 
benefits of the Infinity system. NOVA always engages in product 
innovation that rewards customer loyalty by making it easy to 
upgrade existing products and equipment. With the launch of the 
Infinity system, this includes the Infinity Upgrade Kit (jaw slide 
set) for upgrading all models of your SuperNOVA2 and Nova G3, 
chucks, and the Infinity Retrofit Kit (jaw key set) which converts 
the mounting system of all existing NOVA Accessory jaw sets to 
be compatible with Infinity jaw slides.  You can keep your favorite 
jaws and chucks and still reap the benefits of turning with Infinity.

SAFETY FIRST 
Safety is always our first concern with the development of any 
new product. With the NOVA Infinity system, we wanted the new 
system to offer the same safety and reliability as our standard 
chucks and jaws. The Infinity system delivers on all counts. 
Infinity jaws lock into place with more positive contact area than 
standard jaws and the holding force of the jaws to the slides 
increases as RPMs increase in the usual forward lathe spindle 
rotation. Reverse turning is recommended for light finishing and 
sanding operations.

NOVA Infinity Chuck Information
NOVA Infinity Chuck 
( SKU 8 0 1 2 ) :   

NOVA Infinity Upgrade Kit 
( SKU 8 1 0 0 ) :   

NOVA Infinity Retro Fit Kit 
( SKU 8 2 0 0 ) :   

The standard equipment includes:
1x SuperNOVA2 chuck with Infinity Jaw Slides
1x set of # 3 (SKU 8303) Infinity Bowl Jaws
1x Safelock Woodworm Screw
1x Infinity Push Pin Handle
1x Instruction Manual
Weight: Approx. 5.5lbs (2.5kgs)
NOTE: Requires standard NOVA 
insert/adaptor to fit to a wide range of lathes.
Accepts Infinity Jaw Accessory Range

The standard equipment includes:
4x Infinity Retrofit Jaw Keys
1x Instruction Manual
Weight: .220lbs (100gms)
F its all original NOVA Chuck Jaw Accessories

Bowl Jaw # 1 SKU 8301

Saw Tooth # 1 SKU 8311

Smooth Column # 1
SKU 8321

Saw Tooth # 2 SKU 8312

Bowl Jaw # 2 SKU 8302 Bowl Jaw # 3 SKU 8303

Bowl Jaw Series

Saw Tooth Series

Smooth Column Series

The standard equipment includes:
4x Infinity Upgrade Slides. No. 1-4
1x Instruction Manual
Weight: .440lbs (200 gms)
F its SuperNOVA2, NOVA G3, 

Note: These are the jaws currently 
available. The full range of Infinity Jaws 
will be introduced over 2015. See Infinity 
Website for more information.

Product must be returned within 60 days from date of purchase. Guarantee applies to purchases made through authorized NOVA 
Dealers only. Purchases must be returned directly to the reseller with original receipt for full refund. Product must be returned in 
good condition with all components, original packaging and manual included. Damaged product or returns with missing 
components will void Guarantee.

We are so con�dent you will be satis�ed 
with your purchase of the In�nity Quick 
Change System, that we guarantee your 

complete satisfaction with a 60 day, 
100% money back guarantee.
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NOVA Infinity Jaw Slide

NOVA Backing Plate

NOVA Quick Change Jaw
Able to swap fast from one project to another which 
requires a different jaw set.  Makes working on 
multiple projects at the same time more possible.

Enables the woodturner to create the ideal shape 
for their work & not be constrained by limited jaw 
range work holding  – there is always a jaw size 
that will match the project. Gives greater flexibility.

Increases the range and size of projects that can be 
mounted on chuck & turned.

Made from a special self-lubricating, 
sintered, metal amalgam, 3x the 
tensile strength of conventional 

machine grade steel.

The embedded in-line fastening 
design of the jaw key to the jaw slide 

delivers the strongest bond against 
the outward rotational thrust. The cam 

key automatically locks against the 
rotational thrust and if there is any 

wear over time it simply beds the cam 
in more securely to the jaw slide.

NOVA INFINITY

NOVA Retro Fit Kit SKU 8200
Enables owners of standard NOVA accessory jaws 
to �t them to their In�nity Chuck, or other In�nity 
upgraded NOVA chucks.
Includes: 4x In�nity Retro Fit Keys, 
1x Instruction Manual

SKU 8012

The Duracon composite is reinforced 
with glass fibers for long life in tough 

conditions and has self-lubricating 
properties. The backing plate fully seals 
the chuck interior to protect it from dust 

and features 22 indexing points.

BENEFIT

Able to swap fast from one project to another which requires a different jaw set.  Makes 
working on multiple projects at the same time more possible. It is a great advantage in 
time and convenience being able to swap the jaws out without taking the chuck off the 
lathe. Even if you have premounted jaws on other chucks, the Infinity is still faster and you 
have only the Infinity Jaws to store - creating more room and convenient set up in your 
workshop.

The Infinity Chuck has a powerful grip, up to 4 times stronger than competitors. This 
means much more secure, vibration free holding for both small or large diameter work 
and much longer extended spigot (tenon) turning.

Older screw jaw fixing – slow to remove & often screws ‘frozen’ in place.  Removes the 
constraint of practically using one jaw to fit all their turning – ending up with poor design 
and/or unnecessary, time consuming wood removal.

Enables the woodturner to create the ideal shape for their work & not be constrained by 
limited jaw range work holding  – there is always a jaw size that will match the project. 
Gives much greater design flexibility to the woodturner.

Increases the range and size of projects that can be mounted on chuck & turned. The 
complete new Infinity Jaw range will be released in 2015. See Infinity website for more 
information on complete range.

Smaller & delicate projects – and much larger projects can be turned (compared to old 
Nova jaw range). Better grip and less vibration.

Sure grip using any timber. The heavy section profiles of the Bowl Jaw series provide a 
strong and secure grip for bowls or platters of all sizes, while minimizing vibration. The 
Saw Tooth series provides aggressive (spigot/tenon) holding for extended free end turning 
of hollow boxes, vases and similar work. Ideal for gripping hardwoods. The Smooth 
Column Jaws provide a smooth but firm grip for more delicate work which require any 
extended free end hollowing work - for example pepper mills. Can also be used as a 
handy pin jaw.

Convenient & easy to mount jaws with one hand while chuck remains mounted on lathe. 
No need to remove chuck as required by older jaw designs.

No specialized tool necessary – no need to hunt through the shavings to find just the right 
tool.

Provides safe self locking of jaws to chuck for all forward speeds required by woodturning. 
Can be used safely over 2000 rpm (limitation of competitor chucks).

Powerful work holding. Much stronger than the PM jaw slides used in our renowned and 
powerful SuperNOVA2 and NOVA G3 Chucks. Hard wearing - designed for long life in 
tough turning conditions.

Infinity Upgrade Kit (jaw slide set) for upgrading all models of your Super NOVA2, NOVA 
G3 chucks, and the Infinity Retrofit Kit (jaw key set) which converts the mounting system 
of all existing NOVA Accessory jaw sets to be compatible with Infinity jaw slides. You can 
keep your favorite jaws and chucks and still reap the benefits of turning with Infinity.

Infinity jaws lock into place with more positive contact area than standard jaws and the 
holding force of the jaws to the slides increases as RPMs increase. The embedded in-line 
fastening design of the jaw key to the jaw slide delivers the strongest bond against the 
outward rotational thrust. The cam key automatically locks against the rotational thrust 
and if there is any wear over time it simply beds the cam in more securely to the jaw slide. 
Reverse turning is also safe for light, fine finishing work and sanding up to 2000rpm.

FEATURE

Quick Jaw Change

Powerful Grip

Easy Jaw Change

Seamless Jaw Range

Wider Jaw Range 

Stronger Jaws & increased Jaw holding 
capability over older Nova Jaws

Steel jaws with powerful profiled shapes to 
maximize grip into any wood but especially 
hardwoods 

Jaw Keys – One hand self loading design

Easy demount with depression of push pin with 
any handy device such as a pen, small 
screwdriver etc

Powerful key/cam jaw slide design locks in line 
with forward rotation of lathe 

Stronger and harder – Super Steel jaw slides 
and jaw keys 35% stronger than NOVA PM Jaw 
Slides. 175% Stronger than normal steel

Upgrade and Retro-fitability

Safe

High Tensile 
Strength
Chuck bodies are made from 
precision machined K1045 high 
tensile steel for superior strength and 
performance. Polished soft metal 
finish allows for greater tolerances.

Fits Wide Range 
of Lathes

Uses the standard NOVA insert/adaptor system 
to ensure maximum adaptability with different 
lathe spindle threads. If you change your lathe, 
you only need to buy a relatively inexpensive 
adaptor to adapt the NOVA chuck to your new 
lathe (NOTE: Lathe thread size needs to be one 
of the 25 adaptor sizes.) 

Safety Features
All NOVA chucks are designed with an 
automatic safety stop built into jaw 
slides, preventing jaws dislodging from 
the chuck body, providing safe turning 
conditions in all operational modes. The 
infinity has additional safety features 
with unique sweeping design, so holding 
force of the jaws increases as the RPMs 
increase. 

Spend more time turning! 
The NOVA Infinity Quick Change jaw 
design (Patent Pending 603820) delivers 
amazingly fast jaw change outs right on 
the lathe without needing to remove 
chuck first. It solves the major problem 
with changing jaws on conventional 
woodturning chucks where screws are 
often hard to remove and can stick in 
place or the screw heads snap off. 
Before Infinity, changing jaws was often 
a lengthy and frustrating exercise for 
woodturners.

Fast Change Outs

All NOVA Chucks are four jaw self 
centering scroll chucks. This 

means that you don’t need to be 
exact in your measurements for 
holding, and allows flexibility in 

both the expansion and 
contraction modes. The four jaw 

design firmly grips both round and 
square wood.

Easy to use, Self 
Centering Design

NOVA In�nity Upgrade Kit SKU 8100
upgrades your existing SuperNOVA2 or G3 chuck 
to the latest In�nity technology, simply
upgrade your Jaw slides.
Includes: 4x In�nity Upgrade Jaw Slides, 
1x Instruction Manual

Powerful Grip
Up to 4 times more powerful 
grip than competitors
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